THE REDUCTION OF FUEL CONSUMPTION OF THERMAL ENGINES THROUGH CORRECT USING OF REVOLUTION REGIME AND OF ENGINE INTEGRAL POWER
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Summary: Increasing Diesel fuel price, used as fuel for the functioning of the agricultural machines engines, obliges to take an action to reduce the quantities of consummated fuel respective the reduction of the price of the agricultural works. Without of the thermal engines that lead to reducing fuel consumption or of the possibilities of using boil fuel in this chemical engines functioning he easiest, efficient and everyone to do it is the method of using the correct revolution regime of the engine and using the full power of it, in the zone in that the fuel consumption is minimum or almost minimum.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper work the author wants to show the worker, those values of the thermal engine revolution regime and using mode of the engine power that the used power to be almost in today (85-90%) from the full power.

The characteristically curves that were down in figure 1 are possibly only geometrical. In reality, the engine doesn’t work normal at revolutions smaller then (0.6-0.8/nm) or bigger than (1.1-1.2/nm). The paper power curve and the moment are determined experimental between the two limited devalues [1].

Some, it must to be known that between the two values, the specific fuel consumption decreases to a minimum value after it starts to grow again.

Therefore the specialists must to recommend to the workers that use thermal engines that equip the motor vehicle, to use revolution regime that leads to values determining, in the same time with obtaining of the full power of the engine and using more of it.

It was taken in study two situations of using (in our case) thermal engines that equip agricultural machines.

a) Stationing work, when the engine power is used to action the work equipment, hydraulic installation, wheels of a the most frequent thing power price;

b) Work during moving, when is made traction work and traction work combined with the action of the equipment of work (figure 1 and figure 4).

In the first situation the thermal engine power is divided in two high tides: a smaller one of 1.2-2.5 kw is taken by the auxiliary consumers, the other one through the mechanical...
transmission to the final shaft of the power plug, cardanic transmission or respective agricultural machine for action at stationing.

Figure 1. Curves power, moment and consumption for the thermal engines

Figure 2. Used engines power for effectuation works in station regime

Here it can say that almost all the engine power can be used and can be respected the revolution regime that the fuel consumption is minim.

There are other factors that don’t allow the using of the thermal engine for action at stationing. The first one is the loaded degree of the engine that can’t be covered only in few cases and the second one is the temperature growing of functioning of the engine to the limit of the temperature that leads to abnormal functioning respective fuel consumption growing and decreasing of the effective power. Working in the first regime of maximum revolution, at a loaded of 90-95% of the engine. The specific fuel consumption has a minimum value.
At smaller load the fuel consumption is increasing. For example: using 55-60% of engine power leads to an increasing of the fuel consumption with 8-12% then the minimum specific consumption.

Therefore is recommended for land works of the stationing the use of the selective machines.

In the second case when is used of the engine power for doing the traction works, then the engine is loaded with auxiliary consumers, traction force.

Traction force depends of the soil, of the settle degree, of the humidity but also of the moving speed that influence the traction force revolution of the engine and the motor moment.

At high speed of moving the fuel consumption is decreasing motor moment is getting bigger values as 1100-1200 (____).
This thing imposes to form complex agricultural aggregates that in the same time with a few work capacities lead to the decrease of the agricultural work period, at the decrease of shifts number on soil and also the decrease of fuel consumption.

When it can’t realised a maximum load of the engine, the engine must be exploited at 60% from the maximum revolution in the minimum specific consumption zones.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD:**

The experiments were made on tractor in the experimental field of S.D.E.B.M. on plan soil. For measuring the motor moment at the power plug it was used a voltage meter with moment motor. For revolution measuring were used a intensity translator.

For determining, traction force were used a double.

The same results were made in field are populated in table no. 1. Depending on the efficiency of traction \( \eta = 0.7...0.75 \) and of the transmission mechanical efficiency of the final shaft of the power plug \( \eta_p = 0.91 \div 0.95 \), the real power sent for auto moving is approximate 25% from the engine power respective approximate 18 kw, staying free for the work percent approximate 60 kw , that means a big capacity of work. (Table 2)

**CONCLUSIONS:**

It is recommend too the workers that use thermal engines that equip the motor vehicle, to use revolution regime that leads to values determining , in the same time with the obtaining of the full power of the engine and using more of it.
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